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Panel

Description

Dialog

1.1

EXT Spunky chaos, as per
the last panel in previous
episode. Include a link to
that episode reading ’Part
1 This Way, Bumknuckles - It
Will Fill in Gaps and Such’
GRILL grabs both DRILL BOY
and CLAIRE BONBONS by their
shoulders. After GRILL’s line
he does his special toaster
jumping movement thing

GRILL
Oh for pity’s sake. HOLD ON
TIGHT!!

1.2

EXT - DUSK - A CONVENIENTLY
FLAT BIT OF ROOF
The three of them land with a
thud on the roof of the house,
safely out of the way of the
white hell below. Propped
against a far wall are three
corpses, whose identity will
be revealed later.
CLAIRE is more pregnant that
ever.

DRILL BOY
Hey, mind out for Claire!

MCU DRILL BOY and GRILL DRILL BOY and GRILL face each
other off angrily

DRILL BOY
While we parise you for
unleashing Jude Law’s Satanic
man-fat? ’Cos that’s what you
did, you IRON TWAT!!!

1.3

CLAIRE BONBONS
Yeah. Mind out for Claire! And
her plus one!
GRILL
Mizzling bloody ingrates! What
about thanking me for saving you
all from a fatal facial?

GRILL
Like you’re so fucking perfect,
hanging about with a bloody
PROZZIE!
CLAIRE BONBONS (OUT OF FRAME)
Oi! I’m not a prozzie. I’d never
even... you know... made sexy
with anyone...
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Panel
1.4

Description
Pull back to show all three.
DRILL BOY and GRILL stood up,
CLAIRE lying down, as pregnant
as possible without being an
elephant. DRILL BOY looks over
to the 3 corpses on the wall.

Dialog
GRILL (TO CLAIRE)
Get tae fuck! Who’d go near
Morph here without money
changing hands first!
CLAIRE BONBONS
Shut your face, you tin bully!
We’re FRIENDS, and that’s all,
right?
DRILL BOY (DISTRACTED)
Yeah... That’s all... Grill,
what the hell are those bodies
doing over there?

1.5

GRILL next to the 3 corpses,
who we can now reveal as
the following deceased TV
personalities: ERIC MORECAMBE,
ERNIE WISE and RONNIE BARKER.
All dead as fuck, with
string tied round their
extremities like marionnettes,
all carrying badly wrapped
gifts and these gifts are
gifts to our beloved readers
as they are EASTER EGGS!!!
Etch-A-Sketch? Gay iPod?
Copy of Bruce Mc Bride’s
autobiography, linked to an
excerpt from the audiobook?.
(Can you see what we’re
building to here?)

GRILL
And now you’ve gone and ruined
your Christmas present! See how
you’re always whining about how
gash Chrimbo telly is? Well I
dug these boys up for you...

1.6

Same, but GRILL stood on
the wall, operating the ERIC
MORECAMBE corpse puppet

GRILL
*cough*ARSENAL*cough*
GRILL
D’you no’ see?
DRILL BOY
Blimey... That’s sort of... lovCLAIRE BONBONS (OUT OF FRAME)
JESUS H THUNDERFUCKING
CHRIST!!!! IT’S COMING!!!
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Panel
1.7

Description
OK. This might be difficult.
A shot of CLAIRE in visible,
painful labour, with DRILL BOY
at her shoulder, comforting
her, and GRILL a bit further
back, looking on aghast and
intrigued.

Dialog
DRILL BOY
OK, now push!
CLAIRE BONBONS
Well I was going to suck the sod
back up!!
GRILL
Creeping Jesus! Your willy’s all
wrong!
CLAIRE BONBONS
OUT YOU COME YOU LITTLE SOD!!!

1.8

1.9

Sort of the same, but with
CLAIRE holding the NEWBORN,
exhausted, but kind of
pleased. DRILL BOY looks on
doting. GRILL is on a wall
again, this time operating all
three corpse puppets, who look
on, bearing gifts. You know,
cos I was in danger of not
nearly labouring this Nativity
motif nearly enough...

DRILL BOY (DISTRACTED)
What do you think you’ll call
him?

Pull far back. It’s proper
night now. So we’ve got DRILL
BOY and CLAIRE and NEWBORN,
with GRILL and our 3 DEAD
COMEDIANS looking on. And
in the night sky, an attack
helicopter, with a single
lamp blazing above their
heads. You know. Like Star
of Wonder Star of Bright. If
they’ve not got it by now,
then they’re obviously fucking
morons because by buggery I’ve
laboured this one... You can
see the town in the distance.
All around is covered with
white. Spunk, that is. Proper
Xmassy like.

GRILL
Mate. Sorry I couldnae get you
Corbett as well. What with him
no’ being dead and aw that.

CLAIRE BONBONS
Not sure. Not had a lot of
time to think of names... But
I like Logan... That’s on the
shortlist...
GRILL (LOOKING UP)
And at last, the bloody military
turns up! Get bombing the wee
fuckers!

DRILL BOY
That’s alright, Grill. There’s
time yet...
THE END!!!

